
Instructions for Removing a QuietCab Elite™ 
Cabinet from a Pallet Using a Forklift Truck
1.  Make sure the pallet is placed on a flat, even surface. 

Remove the straps and then the sides from the crate  
(use a mallet). Leave the bubble-wrapped cabinet on  
the pallet.

CAUTION: A forklift must be used by a 
trained driver to safely remove the cabinet 
from the pallet.

2.  To remove the cabinet from the pallet, make sure the  
forklift is facing the front or rear of the cabinet (not the 
sides). Carefully place forks through the aperture  
underneath the frame. Gently lift away from the pallet, 
making sure the cabinet is properly balanced on the forks. 

CAUTION:  Toppling hazard! A person should stand on each 
side of the cabinet to help balance it during lifting.

3.  Gently lift away from the pallet, making sure the cabinet  
is properly balanced on the forks. 

Instructions for Removing a QuietCab Elite Cabinet 
from a Pallet without Using a Forklift Truck
1.  Make sure the pallet is placed on a flat, even surface. 

Remove the straps and then the sides from the crate (use  
a mallet). Leave the bubble-wrapped cabinet on the pallet.

 2.  While the cabinet is still on the pallet, remove the  
packaging and bubble wrap. The cabinet is heavy, so 
remove the front and rear doors and the side panels. 

CAUTION:  Make sure the doors and side panels are placed 
against a solid wall on a clean, even surface after 
removing them from the cabinet.

3.  Once all the cladding has been removed, the frame should 
be light enough for 2 or 3 people to lift it off the pallet.

NOTE:  Place the frame where you want it to remain before 
replacing the cladding.
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